Illustrations

Maps
16 The Kluane Region, Yukon Territory
18 Languages spoken in the Yukon
164 Yukon Game Management Zone 5, with subzones

Photographs
13 Burwash Landing in summer. *Photo by author.*
13 Burwash Landing in winter. *Photo by author.*
   *Photo by author.*
14 Joe Bruneau on the Kluane River. *Photo by author.*
35 Douglas Dickson hunting by skidoo on Arch Creek. *Photo by author.*
41 Joe Bruneau and Bob Johnson on a trip up the Donjek River into Kluane Park. *Photo by author.*
57 Sam Johnson, Sr., Moose Johnson, and Phil Temple (a local outfitter) in 1965. *Photo from the private collection of Joe and Sandy Johnson.*
69 Agnes Johnson fishing for whitefish at Long’s Creek. *Photo by author.*
69 Peter Johnson and Gerald Dickson preparing to set a fishnet under the ice on Kluane Lake. *Photo by author.*
70 Kathleen Johnson cleaning grayling at Swede Johnson Creek. *Photo by author.*
70 Michael and Edward Johnson skinning a moose near hunting camp at Mile 1120, Alaska Highway. *Photo by author.*
72 Dennis Dickson repairing his trapping cabin at Onion Creek. *Photo by author.*

77 Lorraine Allen and Agnes Johnson cutting moose meat, Burwash Landing. *Photo by author.*

107 Gerald Dickson on a moose lookout near the Donjek River. *Photo by author.*

151 Dall rams. *Government of Yukon photo.*

152 Jimmy Johnson and Thomas Dickson with Dall sheep shot for food, ca. 1920. *Yukon Archives, Jessie Joe Collection 92/26 #4.*


241 Sign on the Alaska Highway marking the boundary of Kluane First Nation Traditional Territory. *Photo by author.*

255 Copper Joe and Gene Jacquot, date unknown. *Yukon Archives, Their Own Yukon Collection 00/37 #64.*